Hydrate Growth on Methane Gas Bubbles in the Presence of Salt.
Gas hydrate plugging risks in vertical subsea piping during the restart of gas producing wells have been shown to be higher with increased water cuts and with gas-in-water bubble dispersions. Hydrate growth has been shown to occur at the gas-water interface under flowing conditions, yet the majority of current literature is limited to quiescent systems. The addition of salt has also been shown in this work to alter the surface properties of bubbles, which introduces changes to bubble dynamics of dispersion and coalescence. Using a High-Pressure Water Tunnel (HPWT), a water continuous flowing turbulent system representative of a vertical jumper line was used to study the relationship between bulk methane hydrate growth and bubble size during restart. The HPWT comprises a flowloop of 0.75 inch inner diameter and 16 ft in length the vertical section contains an optical window enabling visualization of the bubble and hydrate flow dynamics via a high speed, high resolution video camera, with additional online monitoring including differential pressure drop, viscosity, temperature, flowrates, and gas consumption. Experimental conditions were maintained at 2 ˚C and 900 psia during hydrate formation and 25 ˚C and 200 psia during hydrate dissociation. Hydrate growth using freshwater and salt water (3.5 wt. % NaCl) was measured at four flow velocities (2.6, 4.0, 5.4 and 6.1 ft s-1). Hydrate volume fractions (HVF) and growth rates in the presence of salt were on average a ~ 32 % lower compared to that in freshwater. Throughout hydrate growth, methane bubbles in pure freshwater maintained larger diameters (2.41 - 4.22 mm), whereas the presence of salt promoted fine gas bubble dispersions (0.12 - 0.65 mm), increasing gas-water interfacial area. While gas bubble coalescence was observed in all freshwater experiments, the addition of salt limited coalescence between gas bubbles and reduced bubble size. Consequently, earlier formation of solid hydrate shells in salt water produced early mass transfer barriers reducing hydrate growth rates. While primarily directed towards flow assurance, the observed relationship between hydrates, bubble size and salt water also apply to broader research fields in subsea gas seepages and naturally occurring hydrates.